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The Photo-Novel: Stereotype as
Surprise

Jan Baetens

This article studies the often-despised genre of the photo-novel from a wide range of
points of view: historical, cultural, narratological. The photo-novel appears as a
genre whose first examples were seen both as an absolute novelty and as a terrible
anachronism, and the entire history of the genre is interpreted in light of the attempt
to cope with this difficulty. In this process, the twin notions of self-irony and parody
play a crucial role, as is demonstrated by the early fictional dramatisation of the

10medium in Fellini’s The White Sheik.

Keywords: drawn-novel, Federico Fellini (1920–93), film-novel, film-still, Grand

Hôtel, melodrama, Michelangelo Antonioni (1920–93), photo-novel, portrait,

(Il Mio) Sogno, The White Sheik

The photo-novel is undoubtedly one of photography’s ‘others’. If one accepts – but

15who still does? – that photography’s ‘self’ is defined by the canon, the best of what

has been made and shown in photography, to paraphrase Matthew Arnold, 1 then

it becomes clear that photography’s others have increasingly gained public, critical,

institutional and scholarly attention in the past two or three decades. Vernacular or

amateur photography, non-western photography, photography by women photo-

20graphers, scientific photography, failed pictures, and so forth, have all been entering

the core of what we think photography is or should be. Yet for the photo-novel we are

still waiting for such a reappraisal, as is shown by the absence of this way of telling

stories through photography in the otherwise impressive and exhaustive overview by

Martin Parr and Gerry Badger, The Photo-Book: A History.2 All photography’s others

25may be ‘other’, but it appears that the photo-novel is more ‘other’ than the

others. It does, therefore, not come as a surprise that photo-novels often remain

cultural ‘orphans’.3

For continental scholars, more familiar with this typically Latin if not frankly

Catholic medium, the photo-novel is a very easy target.4 As a medium – for I believe

30it is a medium rather than just a genre – the photo-novel suffers indeed from such a

dizzying array of inferiorities that it is easy to despise it and abandon it to its

supposedly uneducated readership.5 And, true, there may be good reasons to ignore

the photo-novel because of the poverty of it visual devices, the narrow scope of its

romanticising themes, the reactionary tendencies of its moral and ideological mes-

35sage, and the ceaseless repetition, over more than six decades, of nearly immobile if

not fossilised formulas.

Yet such a presentation is too partial and quite deceptive. It is sufficient to

examine more closely what the photo-novel really is – and not only at what the

enemies of the medium want it to be – to notice that the photo-novel raises many

40fascinating questions, often difficult to raise in contexts focusing on photography’s

5

1 – Arnold’s often-quoted assertion that

culture is ‘a pursuit of our total perfection by

means of getting to know, on all the matters

which most concern us, the best which has

been thought and said in the world’ appeared

first in the preface to the second edition of

Culture and Anarchy, London: Smith, Elder

& Co. 1875.

2 – Martin Parr and Gerry Badger, The

Photobook: A History, vol. I, London and

New York: 2004; and Martin Parr and Gerry

Badger, The Photobook: A History, vol. 2,

London and New York: 2006.AQ1
3 – A cultural orphan is an object that has

been abandoned by its owner or copyright

holder, or that, more generally, refers to

objects that have suffered neglect. For an

example of orphan studies in film studies, see

the illuminating study by Dan Streible, Fight

Pictures: A History of Boxing and Early

Cinema, Berkeley: California University

Press 2008.

4 – In practice, the success and spread of the

photo-novel as a massmedium seemsmainly

limited to countries such as Italy, France

(and Belgium), Portugal and Spain, as well as

South America (both Hispanic and

lusophone), yet with a sustained production

as well in some other countries such as

Greece (as suggested to me by Nerris

Markogiannis). The global or rather ‘glocal’

history of the medium, taking into account

the local production of countries such as

Britain (where older readers may remember

publications such as the teenage magazine

Photo-Love), remains to be written, however,

and given the orphan status of the photo-

novel such an enterprise is far from simple.

Although there is no specific scholarship on

links between the photo-novel and

Catholicism, the relative absence of the

photo-novel in countries with a more

Protestant (i.e. iconoclastic) background

may be a meaningful features of the

medium’s history, as is the impact of

Catholic painterly traditions and Catholic

iconography in the first two decades of the

medium. Given the scarcity of the material

that is currently available, one should be

careful, however, with this kind of seemingly

natural but perhaps also very deceiving

generalisation.
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‘self’. It is this perspective that I would like to present here, with some reflections on

the medium; first and very briefly from a historical point of view, and secondly from

45 a more technical angle that will discuss the most frequently addressed reproach – that

of the medium’s link to the visual and thematic stereotypes of the melodrama.

History of the Photo-novel

The first photo-novels were Italian and can be dated from 1947. Although there is

some discussion as to which arrived first on the market, it is generally accepted that

50 the very first photo-novel, in the modern sense of the term, was ‘Nel fondo del cuore’

(From the Bottom of My Heart) (figure 1), published as a serial by the Italian weekly

Il Mio Sogno (My Dream) on 20 July 1947 (figures 2, 3, 4).6

Although born overnight, so to speak, and perceived immediately to be an

absolute novelty, the photo-novel should be seen as the creative convergence of

55 many other media. In general, there is striking continuity between the new medium

of the photo-novel and the popular magazines of the 1920s and 1930s, which had

introduced in Italy illustrative photomontage techniques and a strong focus on the

world of cinema and celebrity culture.7 In terms of content, one should stress also the

similarities between the photo-novel and the main themes of the sentimental short

60 story that was flourishing in most periodical publications of that period in Italy.

More specifically, however, the photo-novel can be seen as a creation at the cross-

roads of three other popular formats. First, the film-novel – a photo-textual hybrid

offering a more or less faithful representation of an existing movie (the formats and

formulas of the film-novel are so divergent that many scholars have difficulties in

65 establishing the exact frontiers of the medium).8 Second, comics – equally a hybrid

and intermedial form, but not based on a film or a film script. Third, the so-called

drawn-novel – a short-lived kind of comic book introduced after the second World

War that tries to look like a film-novel without really being one: a drawn-novel is not

made of pictures but of drawings and its plot is not based upon an existing movie,

70 although the characters, the situations, and the storylines resemble those of the

Hollywood cinema that returned to Europe after the five-year interruption of the

war and that represented wealth and hope in the eyes of a starving population. In a

sense, the photo-novel can be described as a photographic translation or updating of

the drawn-novel (which is undoubtedly the most direct influence on the medium) as

75 well as a mixture of film-novel and comic, each time with a strong thematic and

narrative influence from the sentimental literature that dominated the commercial

literary market of those years.

Yet, at the same time, the photo-novel produces something new and its novelty

involves the various dimensions of a medium as studied by, for instance, Stanley

80 Cavell,9 who insists on the fact that a medium cannot be reduced to its material

channel (in this case the weekly magazine specialising in the serialisation of visual,

both photographic and drawn, stories) but entails also aspects of content (here, the

universe of the melodrama re-elaborated with the help of Hollywood stereotypes)

and the specific use of certain signs (photography yet not photography, in general,

85 but a type of model and action photography that fits well the layout principles of the

new magazines and the glamorised eroticism of the face, both male and female, and

of the body, mainly female). As a medium, the photo-novel invents a new balance

between these three aspects of host medium, sign and content. The very success of

this new ‘killer application’ can then be inferred from the way it succeeded in

90 superseding the then dominant format of the drawn-novel. During the first years

of its existence, Grand Hôtel – the paradigmatic publication in the field – circulated

mainly drawn-novels, as is shown in the cover of its first issue, published in June

1946, where one recognises a poster of the drawn-novel Anime Incatenate (Souls in

Chains), here presented as the film that the couple – clearly the target audience of the

95 new magazine – is about to select for its evening entertainment (figures 5, 6). Other

covers and titles from 1949 provide a vivid sense of the nature of the magazine’s

5 – Typical examples of this depreciative

reading can be found in the first more or less

sociological approaches of the medium, such

as: Evelyne Sullerot La presse fe�minine, Paris:

Colin 1966; Fernando Curiel, Fotonovela

rosa, fotonovela roja, Mexico: UNAM 2001

[1978]; or Serge Saint-Michel, Le roman-

photo, Paris: Larousse 1979. More recent

historical surveys are muchmore balanced, if

not willingly positive, such as for instance:

Sylvette Giet, ‘Nous Deux’ 1947–1997:

Apprendre la langue du cœur, Leuven & Paris:

Peeters & Vrin 1998; Anna Bravo, Il

6 – Besides the sources already quoted in

note 3, one should mention here the coffee-

table book by Fabien Lecoeuvre and Bruno

Takodje�rad (Les anne�es roman-photos, Paris:

Veyrier 1991) and the collection Lo Schermo

di carta edited by Emiliano Morreale (Milan:

Il Castoro 2007).

7 – On the popular press of that era in Italy,

see: Raffaele De Berti and Irene Piazzoni, eds,

Forme et Modelli del rotocalco italiano tra

fascismo e guerra, Milan: Cisalpino 2009 AQ2.

The introductory article in this volume by

Raffale De Berti (‘Rotocalchi tra

fotogiornalismo, cronaca e costume’, 3–64)

contains various examples of

photographically edited pages of Il Secolo

Illustrato of 1928 (the same years in which

similar experiments were taking place in

France with Vu and in Germany with

Berliner Illustrirter Zeitung) that appear in

retrospect as (non-fictional) forerunners of

the (fictional) photo-novel.

8 – The essay by Alain and Odette Virmaux,

which remains a standard publication in the

field, testifies to this difficulty. Alain

Virmaux and Odette Virmaux, Le cine�-

roman, Paris, Edilig 1982. The very absence

of an updated survey is more than

symptomatic of the definition problems

raised by this overwhelmingly diverse

corpus.

9 – Stanley Cavell, The World Viewed,

Cambridge, MA: Harvard University

Press 1979.
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Figure 1. Opening Page of the Second Instalment of ‘Nel fondo del cuore’ (From the Bottom of My Heart), in Il Mio Sogno (My Dream), 27AQ5 July 1947.
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Figure 2. Cover of ‘Il Mio Sogno’,

4 January 1948.

Figure 3. Cover of ‘Il Mio Sogno’,

2 May 1948.

Figure 4. Cover of ‘Il Mio Sogno’,

18 July 1948.
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Figure 6. Opening Page of the French Version

of the Drawn-novel ‘Âmes ensorcele�es’ (Souls

in Chains) in Grand Hôtel, June 1946.

Figure 5. Cover of the first issue of ‘Grand

Hôtel’, showing posters for ‘Anime

Incatenate’ (Souls in Chains), June 1946.
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contents (figures 7, 8). It was only in the 1950s, inspired by the triumph of the photo-

novel in competingmagazines, thatGrandHôtelwould replace its drawn-novels with

photo-novels.

100 From the start, the photo-novel is set in a contemporary, mostly urban setting,

despite the influence of other models such as the exotic, Rudolph Valentino-type

stories. However, under the influence of post-war Neo-Realism,10 the photo-novel

abandoned its too overt forms of exoticism, as demonstrated by the film that in 1952

will take as its theme the photo-novel craze in Italy and parody the exotic and escapist

105 tendencies of some of its first attempts: Federico Fellini’s The White Sheik (figure 9).

This film tells the story of a newly married couple on their honeymoon in Rome,

where their paths rapidly split: the husband has obtained an audience with the Pope

and wants to present his bride to his local relatives before going to the Vatican; his

young wife, on the other hand, dreams only of meeting the romantic hero of her

110 favourite photo-novel. But, instead of paying just a brief visit to the headquarters of

the magazine, she gets involved in the actual production of a photo-novel and

becomes a kind of runaway. The film is a comedy and ends well, but the screenplay,

written by Michelangelo Antonioni, is not without serious undertones. And even if

the movie is as much a parody of the world of cinema as of the world of the photo-

115 novel (an issue to which I will return), it gives a good idea of what amused the public:

less the banality of the formulaic language and plot than the incapacity of the

(allegedly female) audience to tell the difference between fact and fiction and its

willingness to accept what any reasonable adult should discard as fantasy.

Fellini’s illustration of the photo-novel’s reception in contemporary culture, a

120 stunning example of applied audience studies, highlights two special features of the

medium. Quite logically, the first characteristic of the photo-novel is its almost

natural connection with parody. The lack of temporal distance between the first

original works and the first parodies can of course be seen as typical of popular

Figure 7. Cover of ‘Grand Hôtel’, ‘Carnevale’

(Carnival), 19 February 1949.

10 –Within the global production of the first

photo-novels, mainly produced by journals

created in 1947 such as Il Mio Sogno (later

Sogno tout court), Grand Hôtel (which will

become the leading magazine, although its

first years will be exclusively devoted to the

drawn-novel format), and Bolero Film, it is

the latter that will promote a more Neo-

Realist (i.e. less escapist) line. According to

Anna Bravo (Il fotoromanzo, 24), the

openness toward contemporary social

themes could be explained by the editorial

influence of Cesare Zavattini, one of the

majors voices in Neo-Realist scriptwriting in

the immediate after-war (Zavattini is best

known for his collaboration with Vittorio De

Sica, for whom he wrote films such as Bicycle

Thieves [1948]).
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culture, always eager to mock other formats. But, in the case of the photo-novel, the

overwhelming and near-immediate explosion of parodies demonstrates the great

self-awareness of the new medium, whose agents – those who make as well as those

125who read it– knew extremely well what was going on. The fact so many photo-novels

were parodied or were parodies themselves shows that nobody was really victim.

Contrary to what The White Sheik suggests, readers, male as well as female, were

capable of distinguishing between the dream world of the photo-novel, on the one

hand, and their own lives, on the other. The idea that ‘poor’ or ‘uneducated’ readers

130are always falling prey to the charms and seductions of cheap entertainment is an

elitist prejudice that cultural studies have convincingly dismantled. It seems more

rewarding to state that the parodic undertones of many photo-novels testify to the

high self-reflexivity of the medium, which from the very beginning functioned in the

second degree (figures 10, 11).

135The second distinctive feature adds a new perspective to this unhappy con-

sciousness. It has to do with the fact that all those involved in the making and reading

of the photo-novel share the impression that themedium is from the start an old one,

and that its forms and format are becoming increasingly obsolescent. The first years

of the medium are very revealing in this regard: everybody knows that the photo-

140novel has killed the drawn-novel (not really overnight, but after all quite rapidly),

just as everybody feels that after its initial tremendous success the need to find

something new is unavoidable if the photo-novel wants to survive the competition

with newer forms of entertainment (mainly television and pop music). In other

words, the experience of the medium is deeply rooted in a sense of the ephemeral:

145writers and readers seem to have realised that the photo-novel was something that

belonged to the past rather than the future and that its survival would only be

possible thanks to an effort to endless reinvention. Simultaneously, the photo-

novel community was also perfectly attentive to the fact that changing the medium

Figure 8. Cover of ‘Grand Hôtel’, ‘La barca

attende’ (The Boat isWaiting’), 14May 1949.
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was something very hard to do, and that most changes were just cosmetic. The very

success of a certain format, which was mainly a remediation of an outworn melo-

drama structure, condemned the photo-novel to do more of the same, while at the

same time it sharpened and deepened the understanding of the medium’s anachro-

150 nism. Everybody knew this change was necessary, but nobody had the key to new

solutions; and the more the medium tended to repeat its own successful formula, the

more the problematic character of the photo-novel as a second-hand cultural

practice, a late parasite on the rotting branches of the old melodrama, became

painful. Therefore the photo-novel should not be labelled poor or funny or whatever:

155 it is instead a profoundly tragic medium, which has been perfectly aware of its own

disappearance from the very beginning, while not finding the good way out to escape

its own erosion.

The entire history of the traditional photo-novel can be read in light of that

impossible attempt to supersede its initial limitations and find a reply to the

160 challenges raised by other or new players in the field of the popular entertainment

business: cinema, pop music, television. In the first years of the medium, the

dominant mode is still that of invasion and annexation of other media: during

the 1950s, the photo-novel progressively absorb the film-novel format, which will

Figure 9. Original Poster for Federico Fellini’s

‘Lo sceicco bianco’ (The White Sheik), 1952.
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Figure 10. Cover of the first issue of Mensuel de photoromans et varie�te�s, ‘Les Aventures de Kolman A . . . comme Action B . . . comme Baisers’, October 1969.
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Figure 11. ‘Action Baisers’, first double-page spread of ‘Les Aventures de Kolman’, Mensuel de photoromans et varie�te�s, 11 October 1969.AQ4
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be dramatically streamlined in order to obey the visual and thematic rules of

former.11 Very soon, however, the penetration of the popular music industry (thanks

to changes in radio technology and the record market) as well as of television (which

165started entering family homes in the late 1950s) will represent the beginning of the

end for the traditional photo-novel, which will try to cash in, rather defensively, on

the success of the new entertainment forms by hiring celebrities from the music and

television world, for instance, or by proposing a more middle-brow variation of the

medium. None of these attempts has proven successful, despite great efforts to

170achieve a higher cultural status, not only by selecting new types of content matter

(instead of recycling movies or melodramatic cliche�s, the photo-novel has proposed

photographic adaptations of the literary canon) but also by using a supposedly more

sophisticated visual language (based, for instance, on the creative reuse of filmic

techniques and of the importance given to landscape photography).12 Only after that

175will it be possible to find a way out of the media field in which the photo-novel is

evolving: the ‘new’ photo-novel of the 1980s onwards elaborates new content and

new forms by no longer taking as its starting point in publications in magazine

format, but by progressing to book form and/or to the art gallery. What matters here

is not the fact that now real ‘artists’ are making photo-novels (Duane Michals,

180Marie-Françoise Plissart and, to a certain extent, James Coleman and Sol LeWitt),

but the fact that these shift in the channels of communication go along with a much

more visible change in content matter (the new photo-novel gives up melodrama as

its main reference) and visual style (it starts foregrounding photography, instead of

using pictures to merely tell or support a story). In all cases, it should become clear

185that the transformation of the photo-novel display a medium logic in the sense

sketched by Cavell. Changes in one or more aspects of the medium have a necessary

impact on the other ones, for a medium is not a mechanical sum of elements that can

be shared by other media (figures 12, 13).

Figure 12. Cover of the Second Issue of

‘Cineromanzo’, with Silvana Magnana in

‘Riso Amaro’ (Bitter Rice), November 1954.

11 – In these years, film-novels will really

look like photo-novels, contrary to what was

the case before and what will happen later

on, see Morreale, ed. Lo Schermo di carta.

12 – For more details, see Fabrice Lecoeuvre

and Bruno Takodje�rad, Les anne�es Nous

Deux, Paris: Veyrier 1992.
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The Photo-novel as Melodrama: Sequence versus Narrative

Given the abyss that continues to separate the photo-novel, on the one hand, and the

world of photography in general, on the other, it is interesting to study the photo-

novelistic medium through the indirect lens of the melodrama, whose thematic,

190 cultural and ideological links with the photo-novel are ubiquitous. As argued in the

rightly critically acclaimed study by Peter Brooks, one should start the study of

melodrama by making a distinction between the melodramatic, which is an almost

universal and transhistorical phenomenon, and themelodrama, which is a historically

determined (and therefore limited) practice born from the collapse of the old world

195 order (‘ancien re�gime’) at the time of the French Revolution.13 As Brooks puts it:

[M]elodrama is a form for a post-sacred era, in which polarization and hyper-
dramatization of forces in conflict represent a need to locate and make evident,
legible, and operative those large choices of ways of being which we hold to be of
overwhelming importance even though we cannot derive them from any trans-

200 cendental system of belief.14

Brooks insists on the fact that inmelodrama it is not the psychology of the conflicting

characters that matters, but the recognition of their identifying signs by the audience.

In a similar vein, he emphasises that the basic oppositions at stake do not reflect any

underlying or external value system, but result from the emotional stances and

205 reactions of the public. As he summarises: ‘Morality is ultimately in the nature of

affect, and strong emotion is in the realm of morality: for good and evil are moral

feelings’.15

More specifically, the melodrama – technically speaking itself a transformation

of the existing eighteenth-century wordless pantomime – is a mode of representation

210 that displays the conflict between good and evil, as illustrated by the struggle between

the innocent victim and the ruthless villain, and whose representational techniques

Figure 13. SilvanaMagnana in ‘Riso Amaro’

(Bitter Rice), from ‘Cineromanzo’,

November 1954.

13 – Peter Brooks, The Melodramatic

Imagination, New Haven: Yale University

Press 1995.

14 – Ibid., viii.

15 – Ibid., 54; emphasis added.
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215are based on a rhetoric of exaggerated visualisation. What the melodrama shows, in

the very literal meaning of the word, is the difference between the signs of innocence

and the signs of villainy, so that the audience is offered a clear view of an ethical

antinomy that is no longer rooted in an overarching ideological value system but

linked with a set of feelings and emotions. It is in this context that one has to situate

220the importance of the so-called ‘tableau’ (or tableau vivant), a well-known technique

in eighteenth-century art and social life that serves in the melodrama to recapitulate

the essential meaning of the silent action that it concludes or interrupts.

Given that general background, two main questions can be raised. First, is the

photo-novel, which starts much later than the classic examples of melodrama

225(initially on stage, later on screen) really part of this tradition, or is it just an example

of the melodramatic, in the vague and general sense of the word? Second, what about

the place of the tableau in the photo-novel, in quantitative as well as in quantitative

terms, and what to think of the possible absence of this key technique of traditional

melodrama?

230The answer to the first question is definitely positive. The photo-novel is not just

melodramatic; it is also a good, albeit very late and therefore perhaps slightly

anachronistic example of melodrama. On the one hand, it would be difficult to

deny that the main theme of the photo-novel is that of innocence persecuted and,

more generally, of good and evil. The overtly sentimental approach of the struggle

235between the victim and the villain discloses moreover the coincidence of emotion

and ethics that in melodrama is foregrounded in the absence of any metaphysical

foundation (it is true that the photo-novel bears many traces of the Catholic popular

culture in which it emerged, but religion is in the first place a question of religious

feelings, not of orthodoxy, and these feelings are never pitted against the feelings of

240the heart; from the 1960s onwards, the presence of the religious layer will progres-

sively fade). On the other hand, the photo-novel obeys undoubtedly the key formal

strategy of the melodrama, which is to visually highlight the difference between good

and evil. In this regard, religion is extremely helpful, given the lack of ambiguity of its

signs – moreover, these signs can function in a totally independent way: characters

245do not need to have religious feelings when pictured in the presence of religious

symbols; the latter are more important than the former, since they help to eliminate

interpretive uncertainties. For Brooks, the visual excesses of melodrama are not a

cause but a consequence of this basic formal strategy: since the melodrama relies

upon visual storytelling, not upon verbal storytelling, its rhetorical means have no

250other choice than to overstate and amplify. It is the price paid by a silent mode of

representation that wants to avoid misunderstanding at any price.

As we all know, however, there is one key difference between the classic

melodrama and the photo-novel. The photo-novel certainly continues the aesthetics

of visual overstatement, but, contrary to the melodrama, the photo-novel is no

255longer silent. Born in the cultural context of popular cinema and sentimental

literature, the medium is even extremely wordy and talkative. And one of the most

‘visible’ consequences of the medium’s systematic combination of word and image is

the near-absence of the tableau vivant. Here the example of The White Sheik is very

instructive as well. The film includes many examples of tableaux, which are presented

260as being part of the photo-novel that Fellini is parodying, but none of these images is

representative of what can be found in the actual photo-novels of that period. In The

White Sheik the photo-novel is remediated by the cinematographic context, and this

remediation is responsible for images that may be typical of what happens during the

shooting of a film but not of what happens during the shooting of a photo-novel

265(figures 14, 15).

In a sense, this absence of the tableau in the photo-novel is perfectly logical.

Since most image frames contain captions or speech balloons, there is no longer any

need to repeat and bring to light the meaning of the previous scene or action, or to

show more neatly who is victim and who the villain. Such repetition is useless, and

270even such a very monotonous and repetitive medium as the photo-novel must take
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into account the necessity of efficient storytelling.What is more interesting, however,

is to notice that the aesthetics of overstatement changes places and shifts from the

275 classic locus of the tableau to something else, namely the portrait. It is a persistent

misunderstanding to believe that the visual string of a photo-novel shows the

successive parts of an action unfolding in time (as if the photo-novel was offering

a selection of shots from a virtual movie sequence). The visual logic of the photo-

novel is less syntagmatic than paradigmatic (or, if one prefers, less narrative than

280 illustrative): what it shows is in the first place a series of variations on the face. Even if

photo-novels do tell stories, their first concern is the portrayal of the characters.

In order to better understand this shift from tableau to portrait, one has also to

study the material context of the photo-novel’s publication and distribution, which

has always been the news-stand magazine.16

Figure 14. Film-still from The White Sheik;

an action scene, seen over the shoulder of the

director of the imaginary photo-novel.

Figure 15. Film-still from TheWhite Sheik; a

rest scene, with a character relaxing between

two shootings and the director of

photography still busy with pre-visualising

images to shoot.

16 – I am following here the methodological

framework of medial analysis defended by

Raymond Williams in Television: Technology

and Cultural Form, London: Fontana 1974

(1970).
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First of all, it should be stressed that melodrama, when migrating from the film

screen to the pages of the photo-novel magazine, undergoes a dramatic miniaturisa-

285tion. Contrary to the screen, which was not yet the television screen or that of home

cinema, the surface of the magazine, even if the size was bigger than today, is really

small. This reduction is remediated, however, because the photo-novel compensates

its lack of size by its systematic preference for the close-up. In the very first photo-

novels, one still notices a great mobility at the level of distance and viewpoints: long

290shots, medium shots, close-ups are freely combined, more or less as in the movies,

but quite rapidly the photo-novel embraces a new default option, with all kind of

variations on the ‘talking head’ structure (close-ups of the characters’ faces and

upper part of their bodies). Apparently, other camera distances are less functional.

This homogeneity of standpoint is reinforced by a similar homogenisation of the

295page lay-out, where one observes a rapid shift from the initial, often very exotic and

creative layouts (probably borrowed from the neighbouring medium of the drawn-

novel) to the mechanically applied grid of six or nine nearly identical frames (the so-

called ‘waffle-iron’ technique). The convergence of all these elements (the presence

of verbal explanations, the miniaturisation of the basic visual unit that goes from the

300screen to the page and then to the frame) is of course very propitious for the rise of

the portrait: in the grid-like structure of the magazine’s pages, portraits can easily

find their place, while place is simply lacking for the synthetic tableau.

In addition, it is difficult for readers of a photo-novel to stick to just one image,

even a large one, as would be the case for a tableau. The reasons for this problem are

305two-fold. First, readers may have difficulty striking the right balance between the

verbal and the visual information in each panel: even when looking at the image, they

will inevitably be distracted by the presence of the textual elements (which are always

‘seen’ even if they are not ‘read’, despite all the efforts of the photo-novels to ‘lock up’

the speech balloons in semantically hollow or empty zones of the image). In addition,

310each image is always viewed in context; that is, in the presence of other images (a

major difference from what happens in a movie theatre), and these other images are

also competing for attention. Second, the aesthetic quality of most photo-novel

images is ‘poor’ so this increases the speed of reading: readers are not tempted to

dwell on a single image, for often there is not much to see, and this informational

315paucity discourages readers from staying on just one image. These features help

explain why the photo-novel prefers portraits to action: in the distracted reading

mode that is typical of the medium, it seems more efficient to tell the story through

the words and to focus in the images on what cannot be told (the face). The aesthetic

evolution of the medium will confirm this point in an unambiguous way: the

320remediation of the initial grid structure by more ‘sophisticated’ ones based mainly

on the combination of primary (larger) and secondary (smaller) pictures will even

more benefit to the logic of portrait and face.

From a cultural and historical point of view, it is important that the faces and

actors of the photo-novel are those of ‘unknown’ people (although the mere appear-

325ance of an unknown person in the photo-novel may have served, at least in the first

years of the medium, as a springboard to a career in the movies). Pictured and

portrayed like movie stars, the perfectly unknown readers and fans of the medium

who wanted to try their luck in the business are shown as role-models to other

readers and fans, and it is self-evident that the aesthetics of the portrait perfectly serve

330the purpose of identification. Yet contrary to what happens in the world of the

movies, here the dream of becoming a star is really close at hand: week after week, the

magazines were looking for new faces and they press their readers, male and female,

to send in their pictures so that they may be invited to one of the castings. This direct

and immediate contact between those who make and those who read the photo-

335novels characterises also the very production of these works, often shot in the streets

(for there was no budget to hire a studio), in the very presence of those who were

both readers and potential actors. Fellini’s White Sheik is very clear in this regard as

well, and the set photography of these years shows unequivocally how thin the line
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was between producers and consumers.17 Once again, in the case of the specific form

of melodrama that the photo-novel displays, the invitation to the reader to take the

place of the adulated actor or actress increases the importance of the portrait, while

also explaining why action and plot could remain so formulaic and elementary.What

340 mattered was not the story, but to be part of it (and perhaps, thanks to that, to initiate

a career in the movies). And, logically, the need to make tableaux is in such a context

much less urgent. The medium values the eroticisation of the face, and, in compar-

ison with that basic strategy, the narrative drive of the panel is more a danger and a

threat than an opportunity.

345 Does this mean that the photo-novel is a melodrama deprived of tableau? This

conclusion may be a little hasty, for there is at least one feature that portrait and

tableau have in common: the exaggerated pose. However, posing for a portrait in a

photo-novel does not seem to be exactly the same as posing for a tableau in the classic

melodrama. In the photo-novel, the portrait is posed but it is also talking, and

350 moreover there is no longer a distinction between pictures in which the characters

are posing (like in the tableau) and pictures in which they are performing an action,

supposedly without posing (before and after the tableau). In the photo-novel, every-

thing is posed and everything is artificial, and for those reasons nothing is any longer

posed, artificial or fake. Moreover, the insistence on the text, as carrier of informa-

355 tion, means that the question of posing versus non-posing, of performing versus

non-performing, of still versus mobile, and so forth, loses much of its importance.

The images are clearly illustrations of the text, and the reader no longer needs the

informational value added by explicit tableau-like pictures to make meaning of what

is at stake. In short, the very nature of the pose seems to change between the

360 melodrama and the photo-novel: the pose is no longer a device of the tableau and

it does not necessarily have a narrative or hermeneutic function. Of course, it is not

deprived of function, but its function is not so much to explain the meaning of the

story as to upgrade the status of the character, who must be seen by the public as an

actor, and even as a star. In this regard, it is not problematic that the posed portraits

365 do not convince from a narrative or hermeneutic point of view. As long as they make

the reader dream, they do perfectly what they are supposed to do.

In conclusion, the internal analysis of melodrama, tableau and pose offers a

better understanding of what the external, historical analysis of the medium has laid

bare in the first part of this reading: the photo-novel should definitely be understood

370 in the larger rhetorical and ideological framework of the melodrama. However, its

specific use of the melodrama shows also that the features of anachronism and (self-)

parody that are so typical of the photo-novel are not just negative features; they are

symptoms of a different logic, in which the ideological and ethical basis of the

melodrama is replaced by a form of visual culture that seems closer to the modern

375 or postmodern characteristics of the society of the spectacle.

17 – The best example may be that of Pane,

amore e . . . , an early illustration of post-Neo

Realism Italian comedy starring Sofia Loren

and VIttorio de Sica, whose making displays

a perfect continuity of the fictional and the

real world; see Giovanni Fiorentino, ed.,

Sorrento, un set per Sofia, Naples: Eidos 1995 AQ3.

The images of the photo-novel version of the

film (for, as indicated above, the 1950s

represented the peak of the merger between

photo-novel and film-novel) show very well

the great emphasis on portrait rather than on

action in the photographic reproduction of

the plot. Compared with the aesthetics of the

film-still analysed by Steven Jacobs, the

pictures of the photo-novel appear much less

narrative than these stills whose objective

was, among other things, to summarise a

whole scene in one staged image, the actors

posing for a single picture after the shooting

of the scene they had first performed; see

Steven Jacobs, ‘History and Aesthetics of the

Film Still’, History of Photography, 33–4

(2010), 373–86. Quoting an anonymous

author in the professional publication

International Photographer (March 1931),

380, Jacobs writes: ‘The only precondition is

that stills ‘‘do tell a story’’ and that they ’’have

a suggestion of an intense situation’’ and

‘‘suggest amusing or exciting developments

and sequences’’’.
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